IHS ADVANCED RESONANCE ANALYSIS

The IHS Advanced Resonance Analysis is the most comprehensive test to use, when you do not know what you have been exposed to from your environment and life. It is completely non-invasive as it collects the bio-energy from you as you sleep or work through the day. It also allows you to monitor, your response to remedies you may be using for such things as exposure to Heavy Metals, Toxic Substances, Pesticides and other Hazardous materials. In today’s world you are not just exposed to air, water and soil pollutions, but from the substances that are being exposed to mass populations on global bases as Geo-Engineering and Weather Modification Programs.

IHS utilizes the bio-energetic field and resonance equipment with bioinformatics system analysis, (molecular and cellular linguistics of energy finger printing technology) a numerical value of reliability may be established. The results are made in the categories of zero (0) being nothing present to ten (10), indication a high resonant dimensional field for the identified parameter. These parameters are composed of chemicals, microorganism, advanced nano materials, proteins, amino acids, hazardous materials, medications, drugs and custom panels that are identified as being present within the bio-energy field of the individual being tested.

The Environmental Stress Factors that are identified through the IHS Advanced Resonance Analysis (ARA) Technology includes DOT (402 chemicals) US EPA Priority Pollutants (350 chemicals), radioactive Isotopes, Advanced Nano Materials parameters and KD Proteins. The analysis can be for as many as 100,000 known compounds, when custom specialty analysis is performed. These forms of analysis are ideal for individuals with a limited budget, but want to document their environmental exposures and the parameters by which one can design a custom detox plan for their body. ARA may be coupled with Advanced Biological Monitoring Testing, Toxicogenomics, Genetics and other analysis platforms for a detailed comprehensive profile of your life time exposures from conception, environment, work place and even Ancestor blood line exposures to chemicals. It may even be used on your cat or dog to see what they have been exposed environmentally and to the pesticides that may be applied to their body.

The test is ideal for an individual, who may be exposed to establish a baseline for preventive and systemic toxicological purposes. It is non-invasive and ideal for infants and children, when parents want to determine what their child may have been exposed to in the environment.
INSTRUCTIONS AND FEE SCHEDULE

Directions: Enclosed you will find an African Red Tea Detox Foot Patch, Body Pure Pro+ or other similar sampling media detox patch. (See literature) Apply the patch to your foot overnight or to the area of lower spine/tail bone prior to bed or while using an MPS Global, Inc. FIR Radiant Heat Therapy devise. After the pad has become moist or changed from absorbing toxins, place specimen(s) in the clean zip lock plastic bag that was included in your IHS Advanced Resonance Analysis Kit.

Mailing Instructions: place the following items in the pre-addressed envelope provided in your IHS Advanced Resonance Analysis Kit.

1.) Customer Information Form (completely filled out with payment information)
2.) Health Insurance Claim Form (if you chose to use this method of payment, fill out 1 thru 13)
3.) Zip Lock Plastic bag containing specimen(s)

Mail to: Integrative Health Systems, LLC
415 ¾ N. Larchmont Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
Tel: 323-466-2599 Fax: 323-466-2744
Email: ihs-clients@sbcglobal.net

Fee Schedule:
INITIAL IHS Advanced Resonance Analysis with Written Report $360.00